alterations, the subject was quite clear. It represented Alfred flinging pairs of boots away in all directions.
For the group of idlers, a large part of their interest in the work was thus exhausted. But for P6det, the painter, it was only now, perhaps, that his most ticklish difficulties were beginning. Since the morning he had been wondering how, without too much detriment to his work, he could adapt himself to the boss's formula: three colours only, black included, and white in addition, in flat tints.
The people who were looking on behind his back would perhaps imagine that, if Pdclet limited himself to this rudimentary colour-scheme, it was because he was incapable of doing anything better. This was a painful situation for a man who was a decorative painter of long standing, skilled in using blendings of colours, shadings-off, softenings. In his earlier days, when retail business favoured art more than it did now, he had painted pork-butchers' window-screens and ceilings, introducing into them hunting scenes, with huntsmen, hounds, and quarry, and other scenes, rustic and amorous in their inspiration, in eighteenth-century style. He had also adorned with figures and landscapes the panelling, piers, and door-lintel of one of the most attractive baker's shops in Belleville. If only he could send these people there - these people standing the other side of the window, who might be inclined to doubt his powers! Sometimes he had even done easel work, on summer Sundays, and he had at home a whole assortment of fine colours in tubes.
Well, he must do the best he could with a bkck, a brown, and a green, not to speak of the white, which was not included in the reckoning. It was P6clet himself who had chosen these colours, less for their suitability to the detail of the subject than for the general effect which he hoped to obtain. But how, with these wretched media, was he to achieve even a minimum of verisimilitude and variety ?
Now that he had turned it all over and over again in his mind, the bkck would do for Alfred's coat and trousers^ for his hair, for the pairs of bkck boots which he was

